Sociogenetic Method. In Piagetian theory, the individual is the result of biologically driven development. Thus, for example, this theory describes the appearance of formal operational schemas among children aged 11-12 in precisely those terms (Piaget and Inhelder 1966). In relation to proportions, and using the example of the balance beam (see Chap. 6), the child is said to discover the equivalence ratios when she adds to the weights at constant distance on one side of the beam while changing the distance on the other side and holding constant the weight. Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for The Guided Mind: Sociogenetic Approach to Personality by Jaan Valsiner (Hardback, 1998) at the best online prices at eBay! Free delivery for many products!

What makes up a satisfactory theory of personality?. Valsiner shows how both exemplify basic human tendencies for the cultural construction of life courses. Read full description. See details and exclusions - The Guided Mind: A Sociogenetic Approach to Personality by Jaan Valsiner. Qty. 1 2 3. The guide mind. A sociogenetic approach to personality. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. has been cited by the following article

DAS²-Theory of Personality: A Cognitive Approach to the Enneagram. Erik Schwarz, Shayesteh Zarrabi. DOI: 10.4236/psych.2017.811118 1 465 Downloads 2 498 Views Citations. The task for investigators of motivation and personality is to identify major patterns of behavior and link them to underlying psychological processes. In this article we (a) describe a research-based model that accounts for major patterns of behavior, (b) examine the generality of this model’s utility for understanding domains beyond the ones in which it was originally developed, and (c) explore the broader implications of the model for motivational and personality processes.Â